
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
  
MSPICE MAYONNAISE consist of wide range of tasty 
mayonnaise seasonings for every occasion. With years of 
experience and strong knowledge we can create all kind of 
flavors. We have created both trendy and all-time favorite 
seasonings to have options for every taste. There are 
several ways to use these delicious mayonnaises: dipping 
sauce, burger or sandwich filling or salad dressing. 
 
All the products of MSPICE MAYONNAISE are suitable also 
for vegans and free of allergens and sodium glutamate.  
Seasonings are easy to use – just mix it with your 
mayonnaise base or use our CEBASTAB stabilizers. In 
addition to this basic line we can make you also 
customized products according your requirements. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Product range: 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE  Smoky and dark BBQ includes lot of garlic, tomato and ancho chili.  
BBQ    Dosage suggestion 2,6%. 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE  This tasty curry mayonnaise is perfect pairing for example crispy chicken nuggets. 
CURRY    Dosage suggestion 1,4% 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE  Flavor for true garlic lovers. Dosage suggestion 2%. 
GARLIC 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE  Traditional Nordic combination of dill, lemon and black pepper. Dosage suggestion  
DILL    1,4%. 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE   Spicy Mexican mayonnaise is warm but has a little kick. Dosage suggestion 6,3%. 
MEX 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE  Fresh and delicious mayonnaise gives great taste for examples sandwiches and 
PICKLE    hamburgers. Dosage suggestion 2,3%. 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE  Basil, parsley, tarragon, thyme, rosemary and oregano – all the best herbs. 
HERBS    together. Dosage suggestion 1,2%. 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE   Do you like it hot? This flaming option is just for you. Dosage suggestion 3,8%. 
SIRACHA 

❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE   Coconut, lemongrass and kaffir lime – most essential flavors of Thai food.  

THAI    Dosage suggestion 2,4%. 
❖ MSPICE MAYONNAISE  Soft and sweet tomato mayo seasoned with basil, oregano and garlic.  

TOMATO    Dosage suggestion 2,5%. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
  

BENEFITS TO THE PROCESS AND FINAL PRODUCT 

HIGH QUALITY Seasonings are made from best raw materials to maximize the intensity of the taste. 

EASY MADE Seasonings include everything needed to the perfect flavour. 

NEW IDEAS We offer new ideas for amazing tastes. 

VEGAN All seasonings are suitable for vegan diet. 
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Disclaimer 
The information contained in this bulletin is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate. Any recommendations or suggestions are made without warranty or guarantee since the conditions 
of use are beyond our control. It is the user’s responsibility to make sure that the use of our products is in accordance with existing legislation. 
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